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Compliance History Use Subcommittee

Issue No. 1

Key Issue General use of Compliance History (including components and classification):

A)  Should compliance history be used in permit actions? If yes, which
permitting actions?

Basis:   The statute requires the TCEQ by rule to “use” compliance history
classification in permit actions and specifies certain permits which can not be
granted to poor performers. Staff input and review of current rule. Public
comment.

Other
Subcommittees
Reviewing Issue

None

Recommendation Yes, compliance history should continue to be used in permit actions.  Those
actions should be limited to permits which require notification to the agency and
substantive review and approval or disapproval.

Basis:
The statute mandates that the agency consider compliance history in permitting
actions.  In implementing the statute through rulemaking, the agency has limited
the application of compliance history to those permitting actions which actually
go through a substantive review and approval process by the agency.  The rule
also sets out those permit actions to which Chapter 60 does not apply.
(§60.1(a)(4)) The subcommittee agrees that those limitations and exceptions
should apply in compliance history use. Additional limitations and exceptions in
§60.1(a)(4), however, should be considered to ensure consistency in use,
environmental protection and best use of agency resources.  The additional
exceptions should take into account the current practice of the Air Permits
Division described in Note 1 below.  

Implementation Impacts:
• Within 90 days or less, the Deputy Director of the Office of Permitting,

Registration and Remediation should conduct a review of permit actions to
ensure that all actions involving substantive review are actually receiving a
compliance history review.  

• The review should also look at other actions which are not currently subject to
a compliance history review to determine whether those actions should begin
to involve a substantive review which would trigger a compliance history
review.

• The review could then result in rulemaking or change in practice if
inconsistencies are identified.

Other
Alternatives

Subcommittee recommends a rule change to §60.1(a)(3) to refer to “permit”
instead of “authorization”.  This change would serve to clarify that the limitation
in that subsection applies to all permits, not just a subset called “authorizations.
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Notes Note 1:  In its review, the subcommittee discovered that the Air Permits Division
established a practice during implementation of this program that excluded
certain permit actions from compliance history review.  These include permits by
rule and standard permits which require registration but do not require either
notice or site approval.  It is unclear how the current rule would apply to those
actions.  For clarity the subcommittee is recommending that this practice be
specifically incorporated in the exceptions to the rule.  The committee notes that
the agency is currently in the process of reviewing the permits by rule to ensure
protectiveness and establish the appropriate level of review for each.  

Note 2:  The subcommittee also recommends that the agency conduct a review of
permit actions which currently do not require notice and approval to determine
whether compliance history should be required to be used.  For example the air
program allows transfer of ownership without an approval process, therefore
compliance history is not reviewed. See Key Issue 1C for additional discussion.

Compliance History Use Subcommittee

Issue No. 1

Key Issue General use of Compliance History (including components and classification):

B) Should compliance history be used in compliance and enforcement actions
and in prioritizing inspections?

Basis: Staff Input and Review of Current Rule, Public Comment 

Other
Subcommittees
Reviewing Issue

Ordering Provisions (Item B); Enforcement Initiation/Investigation
Prioritization/NOV Policy/Agency Coordination  (Item B)

Recommendation Yes.  Compliance history should continue to be used in compliance and
enforcement actions and to prioritize inspections. 
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Basis: 

Texas Water Code § 5.754(e) directs the agency to use compliance history in
permitting and enforcement decisions.  The law is implemented at § 60.3(a) and
c) respectively.  The subcommittee concludes that the law and rule are clear and
the agency should continue using compliance history in these actions. 

Texas Water Code § 5.754(g) requires that agency rules shall provide for
additional oversight of poor performers.  This law is implemented at  § 60.3(c)(1)
of  the rule which provides that poor performers are subject to any oversight
necessary to improve environmental compliance.  The subcommittee concludes
that, while classification of an entity as a poor performer may be the result of a
case by case determination, once one is classified as a poor performer that person
would be subject to the agency placing him on a prioritized schedule for
inspections.  The subcommittee finds that prioritizing inspections implements the
statutory and rule intent to use agency resources in a way that best provides for
environmental compliance.  

Implementation Impacts:

• The Office of Compliance and Enforcement should continue to develop its
prioritization strategy based on risk analysis (including consideration of
compliance history), federal requirements, EIC subcommittee
recommendations, and commission input.  OCE should finalize its draft by
August 31, 2004 to begin coordination within TCEQ and with EPA.  Full
implementation would be targeted to begin FY 06.

Other Alternatives

Compliance History Use Subcommittee

Issue No. 1

Key Issue General use of Compliance History (including components and classification):

C) Are there other actions conducted by the TCEQ that should be influenced by
compliance history?

Basis: Staff Input and Review of Current Rule, Public Comment 

Other
Subcommittees
Reviewing Issue

None

Recommendation No.  However, subcommittee review of program activities identified at least one
type of action involving transfer of ownership as needing further review, before a
recommendation could be made.  See discussion below.
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Basis: Currently, the air and water quality programs allow transfers of ownership
without a substantive review and approval process.  As a result compliance
history is not reviewed for purposes of the transfer of ownership.  However, it
appears that the waste program does review compliance history upon notice of
transfer of ownership.  Due this apparent inconsistency in practice and because
there may be significant resource issues involved, the committee recommends
that further study is needed to determine, among other matters, whether poor
performers are actually purchasing existing facilities before recommending use of
compliance history in every transfer of ownership action.  The review, which
could entail a screening of all transfers against the poor performer table, may
show that there very few, if any, transfers of ownership to a poor performer.

Pros -  In the case of ownership transfer, use of compliance history when
reviewing the transfer will ensure that transferees who are poor performers
receive additional scrutiny.  It would also ensure that ownership transfers are
being reviewed in a consistent manner across the agency.  However, the agency
will need to address or consider what types of actions would be appropriate when
a poor performer is involved in request for a transfer of ownership, i.e. denial,
new permit conditions.

Cons - Currently the air program processes thousands of transfers of ownership
each year where compliance history is not reviewed prior to the transfer. 
Changing this procedure to require a compliance history check and approval for
all programs would significantly increase the burden on agency resources.  

If a change is found to be warranted, a rule change would be necessary.

Implementation Impacts:
• Within 90 days or less, the Deputy Director of the Office of Permitting,

Registration and Remediation should conduct a review of actions which are
not currently subject to a compliance history review to determine whether
those actions should begin to involve a substantive review which would trigger
a compliance history review.  The review could then result in rulemaking or
change in practice if inconsistencies are identified.

Other
Alternatives

Compliance History Use Subcommittee

Issue No. 1

Key Issue General use of Compliance History (including components and classification):

D)Should compliance history use take into account the fact that the respondent
is a large business, small business or local government?

Basis:  Staff input, public comment, Steering Committee input
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Other
Subcommittees
Reviewing Issue

Classification, Enforcement Initiative Criteria, Penalty Policy, Ordering
Provisions, Collections

Recommendation No, compliance history use should not take into account the size of the entity. 
However, at the program development stage, in setting up the different uses of
compliance history the agency should provide incentives and disincentives that
will work for small and large businesses.

Basis: 
The subcommittee does not find a basis, legal or otherwise, to recommend that
the size of an entity be a factor in determining compliance history.  The statute
and the rule which implements the statute do not address the size of the
respondent as it relates to compliance history.  Texas Water Code §5.754(e)
clearly states that the commission by rule shall provide for the use of
compliance history classifications in commission decisions.  It does not
currently allow for use based on size. The rule discusses the use of compliance
history in the agency functional areas of permitting, investigations, enforcement
and participation in innovative programs but, like the law, also does not take
into account the size of an entity. 

In order to best encourage compliance, however, the agency must take into
account that small and large entities have different interests, different resources
for compliance, and may pose different risks to the environment.  To account
for differing interests, the agency must ensure that there is a menu of incentives
(e.g. payment plans, recognition, participation in programs) and disincentives
(including penalties) that will impact compliance of a wide variety of entities.

Implementation Impacts:

None

Other Alternatives

Compliance History Use Subcommittee

Issue No. 1

Key Issue General use of Compliance History (including components and classification):

E) For the approved uses of compliance history, is the TCEQ applying the
rule/statute consistently?

Basis: Staff input, public comment, Steering Committee input

Other
Subcommittees
Reviewing Issue

None
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Recommendation In the subcommittee’s analysis of this issue, we found variance in the use of
compliance history among the programs. We recommend that the agency conduct
further review of the application of the rule across programs and develop a policy
to ensure that compliance history is used in a fair and consistent manner.

Basis: Staff initial review of program activities.  

Note 1:  In its review, the subcommittee discovered that the Air Permits Division
established a practice during implementation of this program that excluded
certain permit actions from compliance history review.  These include permits by
rule and standard permits which require registration but do not require either
notice or site approval.  It is unclear how the current rule would apply to those
actions.  The committee notes that the agency is currently in the process of
reviewing the permits by rule to ensure protectiveness and establish the
appropriate level of review for each.  For clarity the subcommittee is
recommending that this practice be specifically incorporated in the exceptions to
the rule. 

Note 2:  The subcommittee also recommends that the agency conduct a review of
permit actions which currently do not require notice and approval to determine
whether compliance history should be required to be used.  For example the air
program allows transfer of ownership without an approval process, therefore
compliance history is not reviewed. See the discussion at Key Issue 1C.

Implementation Impacts:

• Within 90 days or less, the Deputy Director of the Office of Permitting,
Registration and Remediation should conduct a review of permit actions to
ensure that all actions involving substantive review are actually receiving a
compliance history review.  The review could then result in rulemaking or
change in practice if inconsistencies are identified.

Other
Alternatives

Compliance History Use Subcommittee

Issue No. 1

Key Issue General use of Compliance History (including components and classification):

F) Should the agency contact regulated entities when the compliance history
score is nearing the lowest classification?

Basis: Staff recommendation. 
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Other
Subcommittees
Reviewing Issue

Communications  

Recommendation No.

Basis:   The agency currently provides public information regarding compliance
classification which is available to regulated entities. In some programs, language
has been included in notices of violation or other correspondence related to
enforcement that the enforcement actions may change the classification.  This
language should be included for all programs because it would put the entity on
notice that they should check their rating.  Currently, updated information is
made available to regulated entities upon request.  Due to the information already
easily available to these entities, further contact does not appear necessary and if
implemented would require additional staff time and agency resources which we
think is not warranted.

Implementation Impacts:

None

Other
Alternatives

Compliance History Use Subcommittee

Issue No. 2

Key Issue Compliance history (including components and classification) and its
relationship to permitting?

A)  Is  compliance history adequately being used for imposing additional
monitoring conditions, standardized permit conditions, or stronger
compliance standards?

B)  Should compliance history be used for reopening of a permit for a repeat
violator or poor performer?

Basis: Staff Input and Review of Current Policy/Rule, Public Comment

Other
Subcommittees
Reviewing Issue

None
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Recommendation A) No, currently there is no uniform process on how to address compliance
history through permit conditions.  Compliance history should be used for
adding additional permit conditions, where appropriate, that will aid the
permittee in achieving compliance and improving environmental performance.
Additional monitoring conditions, standardized permit conditions and stronger
compliance standards should be placed on a poor performer that are directed at
improving performance with specific performance outcomes in mind.  The
subcommittee recommends that the agency develop a  review process that
includes Field Operations Division, Permits Division, Legal and the
Enforcement Division for poor performers to determine if a permit change can
bring about improved environmental performance.

The TCEQ should clarify permitting rules for all media to provide that the
agency has discretion to add permit conditions upon the renewal of a permit for
a poor performer or during a formal enforcement action.

B) Compliance history alone should not be the basis for reopening a permit for a
repeat violator or poor performer.

Basis: 
A) Currently there is no process in place that utilizes compliance history as a
trigger for imposing additional monitoring conditions, standardized permit
conditions or stronger compliance standards. The enforcement process is
generally the vehicle used to bring about corrective measures to bring facilities
into compliance. If the agency could reopen a permit prior to the conclusion of
an enforcement action or to address permit compliance elements that have
proven unprotective or unenforceable it would be a benefit to human health and
the environment. The ability to require the addition of environmental
performance enhancing  conditions in a permit such as additional monitoring
requirements or other special conditions that can improve environmental
operations and create an environmental benefit should be an option available to
the agency.

Implementation Impacts:
• Initiate review process that includes OCE, OPRR, and OLS to develop

standardized factors that should be considered when reviewing a permit,
amendment or renewal of a poor performer. 
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B) Compliance history should be one factor but not be the sole reason for
reopening a permit. The agency should be able to reopen a permit for an entity
in the lowest classification if there is a documented adverse impact on human
health and/or the environment, or if a permit contains conditions that are not
enforceable or in conflict.

Implementation Impacts:
• By September 30, 2004, OLS and OPRR should review all permitting

programs to determine whether authority exists to reopen permits of poor
performers to add permit conditions to improve compliance and
environmental impact.

• For those programs that do not have authority to reopen permits the TCEQ
should request the necessary statutory changes in the 2005 or 2007 session.

Other Alternatives

Notes While reopening of permits should not be based upon compliance history alone,
the agency should seek statutory authority to reopen permits as needed to ensure
the protection of the environment.  

Compliance History Use Subcommittee

Issue No. 3

Key Issue Shutdowns and permit revocation based on compliance history (including
components and classification):

  A) Can the TCEQ clearly define what is an unacceptable compliance history
for purposes of deciding whether to issue or deny a pending permit  
application?    If yes, for what type of permit actions should compliance
history be use? (Note: This question is addressed by the recommendation in
1.A.)   Should permit denial be mandatory or discretionary?

  B) Should compliance history be considered in the decision to revoke the
authorization or permit of a regulated entity to operate?  If so, can the
TCEQ identify those criteria that would be used to initiate revocation? 
How should this be incorporated into the enforcement process?

 C) Should the TCEQ use compliance history to make a determination to shut
down a facility?

Basis: Staff input and review of current rule, public comment, Steering
Committee input
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Other
Subcommittees
Reviewing Issue

Ordering Provisions

Recommendation A) Yes, the agency can clearly define the level of compliance history that
should trigger the possible denial of a permit or authorization to operate. 
This consideration should be triggered when the applicant’s compliance
history is rated “Poor.”  Denial is currently mandatory if the violations
“constitute a recurring pattern of conduct that demonstrates a consistent
disregard for the regulatory process, including a failure to make a timely
and substantial attempt to correct the violations.”  This term should be
interpreted to include at least the following scenarios: 1) the applicant is
found to be a repeat violator and the repeated violations are major (repeat
violations of an owner or operator should be considered regardless of
whether the violations occur at the site for which the application is
pending);  2) the violations include emissions or discharges that posed an
eminent threat to public health or welfare; or 3) the application is for
facilities that would authorize emissions or discharge of specific
contaminants in an area identified as an area of concern for those
contaminants.  Other denials should be discretionary.

 B) Yes, the TCEQ should consider compliance history in the decision to
revoke the authorization or permit of a regulated entity to operate. 
Violations that “constitute a recurring pattern of conduct that demonstrates
a consistent disregard for the regulatory process, including a failure to make
a timely and substantial attempt to correct the violations,” or violations that
pose an eminent threat to human health or welfare should result in the
revocation of the regulated entity’s authorization or permit to operate.   The
review of compliance history should be integrated into the agency’s
enforcement process through a communication procedure between Field
Operations Division, Permits Division Office of Legal, and the
Enforcement Division for case-by-case determinations.  The compliance
history database should be supplemented by a system to identify currently
ongoing investigations at the region for those entities that are at the lower
end of an average classification.   The compliance history alone should not
be an automatic trigger to invoke revocation proceedings although it could
be the sole basis for revocation once a proceeding is initiated. (as provided
for by Water Code sections 7.302 - 7.303).

 C) Yes, action to shut down a facility should involve the enforcement process
and the same considerations in the determination to revoke a regulated
entity’s authorization or permit to operate as identified in recommendation
B above.
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Basis: 

This is a key issue because the agency’s use of compliance history to revoke or
deny a company’s authority to operate will provide a major incentive for the
owners or operators of the company to do their best to remain in compliance. 
Also, the public perception, based on past history, appears to be that this is an
empty threat.

Implementation Impacts
None

It is unclear why the rule mandates denial only for general permits under Chapter
205. 

Implementation Impacts
• OLS and OPRR should review the mandatory denials currently in the rule

and determine whether they are appropriate and whether other mandatory
denials are warranted.  This review could result in a rule change.

Other
Alternatives

Compliance History Use Subcommittee

Issue No. 4

Key Issue Early use of compliance history (including components and classification) in the
permitting process:

  A) Should compliance history be considered early in the permit process?  If
yes, should it be considered before administrative completeness review,
before technical review, and/or before development of the draft permit?

 B) What implications to TCEQ and permit applicants would result from such a
process?

Basis: Staff input and Review of Current Rule, Public Comment, Commissioner
input

Other
Subcommittees
Reviewing Issue
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Recommendation A) Yes, the compliance history classification should be identified and
reviewed as part of the administrative review process when a permit
application is received.  Additionally, the compliance history should be
updated prior to issuance/approval if more than six months has passed.

B) If the violations included in a poor determination involve violations
requiring mandatory denial, no further review should be necessary.  If the
compliance history is determined to be poor, but does not involve
mandatory denial, the permitting division will initiate discussions with
management regarding whether the permit should be denied prior to
beginning technical review of the application.  Early review and
management discussion of the compliance history will prevent the wasting
of agency resources in the review of the permit in some cases. 

If the violations do not result in denial, the permit reviewer will continue
the review of the application while looking for opportunities to improve the
testing, monitoring, recordkeeping, reporting, or other enforcement related
aspects of the permit.

The agency should not wait until the draft permit stage to begin a review of
the compliance history because, at the draft permit stage, there is a public
perception that the agency has reviewed the application and is going to
issue the permit.

Basis: Early review of compliance history will result in saving agency resources
for those applications that will be denied.  Early review will result in permits that
will better assist agency staff, the public, and permittees in determining
compliance status and ensuring that the permitted facilities remain in compliance
in the future.

Implementation Impacts:

• OPRR should develop a system to run compliance history at the time of
administrative completeness review.  The system should provide that any
poor performer applications be flagged and raised to OPRR management so
that the current inter-office review can happen earlier than the current
practice.

Other
Alternatives
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Compliance History Use Subcommittee

Issue No. 5 

Key Issue  Basis for Award of Incentives:

A) Should incentives be awarded based on a tiered system of performance? 

B) Should recent trends in compliance history be considered in granting
incentives?

Basis: Staff input, Public Comment, Steering Committee Input

Other
Subcommittees
Reviewing Issue

None

Recommendation A)  Yes.  The agency currently has an existing system that provides tiered
incentives based on level of performance. The agency should continue to
build on this process and review, develop and implement new incentives
that can be offered. 

B)  Yes.  Compliance trends over the previous three years should be considered
in whether to grant an incentive.
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Basis: 
A) Currently certain incentives are available for both high and average
performers while other more substantial incentives are available only to high
performers.  The TCEQ has two types of incentives under the CLEAN TEXAS-
CLEANER WORLD Program. These include “menu” or pre-approved incentives
and “case-by-case” incentives. Menu incentives are those that the agency has
already reviewed and approved for use. Case-by-case incentives can be requested
at the time of application for one of the EMS Levels of Clean Texas.

The statute and the rule clearly intend that incentives be used to achieve
enhanced environmental performance. Within the rule, in the discussion of
components, there are provisions that allow consideration to be given to types of
environmental management systems used for compliance, any voluntary on-site
assessments conducted by the ED under a special assistance program and
participation in a voluntary pollution reduction program. The statute’s discussion
of incentives is tied to the strategically directed regulatory structure (SDRS)
which is to provide incentives for enhanced environmental performance. The
statute says that the SDRS shall offer incentives based on: (1) a person’s
compliance history classification; and (2) any voluntary measures undertaken by
the person to improve environmental quality. All of this language clearly sets
forth a system of incentives being offered based on compliance history ratings.
An example is in the discussion of participation in innovative programs where it
states that the agency shall prohibit a poor performer from participating in the
regulatory flexibility program at that site. In addition, a poor performer is
prohibited from receiving regulatory incentives under its EMS until its
compliance history classification has improved to at least an average performer.
The EMS rule which is linked to the CH rule in this area of incentives has to be
considered in any discussion of incentives because they are both sub-sets of the
SDRS rule.

Implementation Impacts:
None

B) In addition to considering the entire five year compliance history, the
commission should give extra weight to compliance events occurring in the
previous three years.  This practice would be consistent with current programs
such as  CLEAN TEXAS-CLEANER WORLD which requires that a company
not have any significant compliance event in the last three years.
This would ensure that companies which have been faltering recently not be
rewarded.

Implementation Impacts:
None

Other
Alternatives
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Summary of Incentives for CLEAN TEXAS - CLEANER WORLD MEMBERS
Updated July 1, 2004

Incentives Approved by Agency Management and Implemented

Incentive Advocate* Partner* Lone
Star
Leader*

National
Leader*

National
Leader w/
High CH**

Reduced fees for training: Reduced fees for
TCEQ training.

x x x x x

Technical Assistance and Networking: 
Networking opportunities and tTechnical
assistance, including on-site visits.

x x x x x

Quarterly Newsletter: Information about
upcoming training, program developments, and
member successes.

x x x x x

Use of Logo and Annual Recognition: CLEAN
TEXAS - CLEANER WORLD Logo available for
use by members.

x x x x x

Custom Market Materials: Use of custom
CLEAN TEXAS - CLEANER WORLD marketing
materials, including on-site recognition.

x x x

Credit under Compliance History: Provides
for a 10% credit for sites that have an agency
approved EMS in place for one year (Chapter
60 TAC)

x x x

Exemption from Source Reduction and
Waste Minimization Planning
Requirements: Exemption from State
pollution prevention planning requirements (30
TAC 335 Subchapter Q).  Annual reporting
must still be completed through the EMS
process.

x x x

Single point of contact for innovative
activities: Assistance with multi-media
innovations and related issues

x x x

Stringency Evaluation: Stringency
evaluations under air programs so that sites
held to two similar standards (federal and state)
will only be held to one.

x x

Low Inspection Priority for EPA
Inspections: Does not include complaints or
sector initiatives

x x

Reduced State Inspection Frequency: Case-
by-case reduction in inspection frequency

x

*Advocate membership is for non-regulated entities; Partner memberships requires beyond compliance performance
and community outreach; and Lone Star Leader and National Leader are the CERTIFIED EMS Levels.  The
National Leader Level is aligned with EPA’s National Environmental Performance Track.
**Compliance History
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Incentives Approved by Agency Management, Implementation in Progress

Incentive Partner* Lone Star
Leader*

National
Leader*

National Leader w/
High CH**

Extended Hazardous Waste Storage Time:
This was adopted by EPA in April 2004 and will
need adoption at the state level.

x x

Reduce MACT reporting:  This was adopted
by EPA in April 2004 and will need adoption at
the state level.

x x

Additional notice for inspections: In
development.

x

Incentives Approved by Agency Management, Implementation Planned

Incentive Partner* Lone Star
Leader*

National
Leader*

National Leader w/
High CH*

Reduced DMR Reporting: Reduced reporting
and monitoring under the discharge monitoring
report provisions of the Clean Water Act.  This
incentive will need federal approval to
implement.

x x

Alternative compliance options under Title
V: Allow for alternative compliance options
under Title V (if allowed by rule) without
requiring the option to be identified up front. 
The equipment and/or operation would need to
be authorized under the New Source Review
(NSR) permit.  This incentive will need federal
approval to implement.

x x

*Advocate memberships is for non-regulated entities; Partner memberships requires beyond compliance
performance and community outreach; and Lone Star Leader and National Leader are the CERTIFIED EMS
Levels.  The National Leader Level is aligned with EPA’s National Environmental Performance Track.
**Compliance History

Compliance History Use Subcommittee

Issue No. 6

Key Issue Use of compliance history in the calculation of agency fees:

A)  Should there be higher  fees for entities with poor compliance history?

B)  Should there be a fee decrease for high performers?

Basis:   Staff Input and Review of Current Rule, Public Comment
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Other
Subcommittees
Reviewing Issue

none 

Recommendation A)  Yes, compliance history should be used in the calculation of agency fees
for poor performers, especially those fees which are used to support
agency programs such as inspection and emissions fees and certain
permitting fees. 

B) Yes, there should also be a fee decrease for high performers.  The amount
of fees going to reward high compliance history should not exceed the
amount of increased fees collected from entities with a low compliance
history in order to maintain stability.  Note that an alternative listed
below would also be supported by the group and would recommend no
fee decrease for high performers.

Basis: 

Fees can be a powerful incentive to improve compliance history.  Changing the
fees would also better reflect the amount of resources the agency spends on
entities with high and poor compliance histories.  The group felt that it was
important to include both increases and decreases in fees for several reasons
including equity and avoiding the appearance of the agency having a vested
interest in more poor performers.

A very important factor in implementing this recommendation would be ensuring
that the reformulation of fees does not impact the revenues needed for program
support.  The group has discussed (for annual fees) setting a specific percentage
increase in fees for poor performers and then later redistributing the extra revenue
proportionately as a rebate to high performers. 

Implementation Impacts:
• A team should be initiated to include OPRR, OLS, and OAS to begin

discussion on how to appropriately adjust fees.

• Team should perform a fee-by-fee review to identify which fees the
TCEQ has authority to change.

• Team should make a recommendation to the Executive Director about
which fees should be changed with consideration of budget and statutory
limitations.  These fee changes would necessitate rulemaking and
possibly require statutory changes.
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Other Alternatives If a rebate is not feasible another formulation option would be to carry over the
extra balance collected from poor performers and subtract it from next year’s bill. 
This would help ensure that the program doesn’t lose revenue due to the
reformulation.  There may be some fiscal implications about carrying funding
over to the next year that need to be addressed.

Another alternative would be to use the extra fees collected from poor performers
for agency programs aimed at improving compliance or supporting program
activities.  This would be in lieu of providing lowered fees for high performers.  

A third alternative would be to not use compliance history in the calculation of
fees.  In addition to the possibility for loss of revenue noted above, such a system
would raise complex accounting and coordination issues.  For instance, since fee
calculations are done in the program areas, the division implementing the
collection and recordkeeping would need to have access to several databases in
order to determine who was eligible for fee increases or decreases.  There would
also be timing issues involving when information was added to the system,
invoices generated, and other similar matters.  In addition, approximately 80 per
cent of agency funding is fee based. Revenue estimates would need to be made
and the impact to agency revenues determined.  While problems of this nature
would not be impossible to overcome, they may be problematic and the
ramifications should be investigated thoroughly if compliance history will be
used in the calculation of fees.

Notes There may be statutory and budgetary limitations on the ability to change every
fee.  A fee-by-fee review would be needed at implementation.




